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Summary report of 
Elektroweak and precision QCD group

Physics @ the LHeC 



Electroweak & QCD Wishlist for LheC  
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WW-> Higgs

intrinsic c,b,t x>0.1?
Effective b-density at x=0.01

Precise Fl and g(x) at  low x

Precise electroweak couplings aq,vq

alpha_s @ ~1% precision

u/d for x --> 1

Direct s(x)

XF3 valence quarks down to small x

+much much many more...

g(x)  for x>0.1
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Degrassi
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Degrassi
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Degrassi
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Kluge

Ultraprecise alpha_s from inclusive DIS @ LHeC

LheC Expectations:
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Vogt

Gold plated alpha_s: 1% scale ~Gold plated alpha_s: 1% scale ~ uncertaintyuncertainty
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Kluge

Ultraprecise alpha_s from inclusive DIS @ LHeC
Theory model uncertainties: need to beat them down
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Klein, Perez

Amongst others also to please Frank Wilczek

Based on NLO fit to expected 
inclusive NC and CC data
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Klein, Perez

g(x) for x>0.1

Audience question:
Can the uncertainty be 

really that small up to  such 
large x?
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Detector expert notes from the physics session

✔ Many noble physics wishes 
for x-> 1, dare say this will provide 

quite exciting challenges  
for (very) forward instrumentation

at the LheC 
(acceptance, fine granularity, 

energy flow, heavy flavour tagging) 
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 LhC 

 ?70 GeV

Effective b-parton density in the proton @ x=0.01

Behnke

 LHeC 

Note: exact b(x,Q2) 
(probably) not needed for 
disovery at LHC (wouldl

come too late anyway) but
for (precision) understanding
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Klein, Perez

Precise Valence quarks down to x=0.001
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Klein, Mehta Note: s(x) could be also 
determined at LHC 

in sg -> cW 
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Klein

Towards lower/lowest x: Precise Fl

Note: this could be only done
at an LheC like DIS machine 
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Jung
Exciting  testing ground for QCD.. quite some 

acceptance challenge  to detect forward jets

Low x   Parton cascade

x=0.00001 x=0.1 
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Results: Charm   Q2: [2-5 GeV2];  pt_c>1.5, | _h c|<1.5
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 HERA with typical effective c-tageff~ 0.001 (D*)  LHeC assume improved c-tageff~0.05 
(lifetime+mass)

➔ Would probably add very valuable information on low x gluon density

Behnke



Conclusions
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✔ Electroweak physics: High lumi and high degree of 
polarisation are quite essential to make an impact with   
the LHeC.  

✔ QCD: Many interests & hopes for filling essential 
gaps of our proton knowledge, e.g. gluon density at 
large x, strange sea, effective b density, etc...  

✔ Physics at largest x require excellent 
detector/acceptance/granularity in the forward region,   
also true for large part of final state physics at low x

✔ Studies presented here were often just a first start up,   
and should be continued – target goal DIS 2009 or 
earlier          



Some further studies/ideas presented at this workshop
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✔ Thomas Schoerner Sadenius:  Jets cross sections  in high 
Q2 DIS – 10-100 times larger at LheC than at HERA and 
reaching up to a few 100 GeV in pt (see next slide)

✔ Juan Rojo: Neural net pdf fits --> will be interesting to see 
 how the uncertainties could change including the LheC 
kinematic region  (especially  lower x)

✔ Emmanuelle Perez:  New physics in s-channel contact 
interaction qqbar --> ll (=Drell Yan) at LHC could be 
difficult to identify at the LHC .. but possible to identify in 
inclusive (t-channel) eq -> eq  DIS at the LHeC. 

✔ Many further intriguing ideas by Stan Brodsky               
  (see next but one slide) :-)         
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INCLUSIVE JETS: DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIALINCLUSIVE JETS: DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIAL

Schoerner-Sadenius
DISENT predictions

for 7 TeV x 70 GeV LHeC Schoerner-Sadenius
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Bartels



For discussion with the detector group
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✔ Precision silicon tracking for c- and b-lifetime tag: 

✔ 30<theta<150: highest quality desirable as 
always, e.g. For F2cc &  F2bb at medium Q2 

✔ 10<theta<30: highest quality e.g. For b from          
  ww -> H -> bb  or b from top decays or new very    
heavy  resonances

✔ Theta<10: for many final state physics c or b 
would add 'real flavour'/information, e.g. 
Separating quark from gluon jets etc. how far 
can/need we go down  in theta?


